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Source, Collaborate and
Future-proof Your Business 

Known as the launchpad of innovation, ITMA is the trendsetting exhibition of the latest

textile manufacturing technologies and solutions, and it is where industry bellwethers

gather every four years.

Experience live machinery demonstrations, learn more about solutions from technology

manufacturers across the entire manufacturing value chain, and source efficiently.

Take advantage of your ITMA visit to enjoy world-class fashion and delectable food in

Europe’s vibrant economic hub. At the same time, discover the charm of textile hubs of

Biella, Prato, Como, Busto Arsizio and Vicenza with train rides within three hours from

Milan.

Visitor registration opens 30 November 2022
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Weaving and Sustainability: A Multidimensional Approach

For textile machine manufacturers, sustainability is at the core of the product offering. Its

impact touches all the challenges faced by the textile manufacturing industry. With textile

production being a highly competitive business, there is “no ecology without economy”.

Increased sustainability must complement and support competitiveness and profitability.

Johan Verstraete, Vice President, Weaving Machines, Picanol shares how the

company balances sustainability and profitability in its weaving machinery design and

innovations.

Fresh Read From ITMA Blog 

Swiss Textile Manufacturing - 30 Years of Progress

The Swiss textile industry places a strong emphasis on environmental responsibility -

everything a plant does, including the use of land, water, and air, is strictly regulated. In

1997, Swiss textile manufacturer Schoeller Textil embarked on a project to improve

impurity control in its manufacturing processes from the outset. This was to ensure there

was nothing in the final textiles that could cause a problem 25 years ago. Read more about

the progress of sustainable Swiss textile manufacturing from Cornelia Buchwalder,

Secretary General of Swissmem.

Read more
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Book Your Accommodation

Make planning your trip hassle-free as

MiCodmc Group – the official travel agent

for ITMA 2023 takes care of all your

hospitality requirements.

Enjoy special rates for extended stays or

large groups. For more details, email

itma2023@micodmc.it.

Book now

Join ITMAnetwork

Invite your colleagues and friends from the

industry to join the ITMAnetwork so that

they can enjoy a host of benefits such as:

- Be the first to receive news on ITMA

event updates and customised content.

- Keep abreast of latest trends in the

global textile & garment industry.

Invite a friend
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Connect with us

Please email marcom@itma.com if you have any questions.

To unsubscribe or manage your consent preferences, please click here.

Privacy Notice

Copyright © 2022 ITMA Services. All rights reserved.
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